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va Co-op was founded in 2017 to offer a more equitable
alternative to sharing economy models in urban
mobility. The positive features of the sharing economy merge
with the social and solidarity economy principles. Through a
decentralized blockchain-based platform, Eva ensures a
liaison between driver and passenger members to promote a
sharing economy ecosystem. Being a solidarity cooperative,
Eva democratizes the redistribution of wealth and fosters a
climate of cooperation and collaboration.
Eva aims to have an international scope through its
social franchise model. The central entity takes
charge of developing and maintaining the platform
and providing global marketing efforts to promote
Expanded
its use. The local co-ops are responsible for the
Business
deployment of their operations in their
Model
geographies and mobilizing their communities to
build local ride-sharing ecosystems.

Grant Fund Manager:

Réseau d’investissement social
du Québec (RISQ)

Pillar Addressed:
Ensuring Access to
Capital and Investment

Support Provided:

$25,000 Capital and Interest
Payment Holiday Loan

Increased
Platform Users

Increased
Membership

Increased Staff
and Volunteers

Increased
Sales

In 2018, Uber was the only ride-sharing enterprise allowed to operate in the province of Quebec. Responding to pressures
from both Uber and the taxi industry, the National Assembly approved a pilot project in which Uber could deploy its services in
three cities (Montreal, Quebec and Gatineau). In exchange, Uber committed to an initial deposit and royalties per ride to the
Ministry of Transportation, to be used as compensation to taxi drivers for their devalued licenses.
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After months of negotiations, Eva Co-op was successful in being recognized as a core player in the pilot project for the ridesharing industry. In order to participate, an initial contribution of $100,000 was required. Additionally, Eva needed an initial
working capital of $395,000, from which $100,000 was necessary to pay salaries before the o cial launch of Eva’s app.
The S4ES Grant Fund contributed to match the $100,000 deposit to the government, allowing Eva to start operations in the
context of the pilot project. This deposit was reimbursed to EVA when the pilot ended in 2020. The $25,000 was leveraged by
RISQ’s disbursement of $100,000, destined to subsidizing salaries during the pre-start-up phase.

IMPACT
S4ES and RISQ were the rst nancial partners to support Eva’s mission from its early pre-start-up phase by providing the
funds needed to complete the required initial deposit to the Government of Quebec and the initial working capital needed to
launch Eva’ services. After their intervention, other nancial partners supported Eva by providing then with additional capital
for the rst two years of operations ($295,000). Among them was the Ministry of Economy and Innovation, Caisse d’économie
solidaire Desjardins and PME Montreal. Eva Co-op successfully launched its application in May 2019.
The S4ES loan allowed for the hiring of 21 staff, of which 12 have barriers to employment. The staff is supported by six
volunteers whose values resonate with Eva’s mission and vision. The volunteers play an instrumental role in the promotion of
Eva’s services, the development of graphic designs, the management of social media, nancial planning, and accounting.
Eva’s members enjoy cheaper rides than Uber’s clients, and their drivers receive higher commissions than those driving for
Uber: 20% for the former in comparison to 15% for the latter. As of March 2021, Eva Co-op comprises more than 30,000
passenger members and over 2,000 driver members in Montreal, with monthly rides growing at a pace of 20 to 30%. EVA
expanded their services in 2020. Apart from Montreal operations, the co-op launched its app in Quebec City, Calgary and
Saguenay in 2020. EVA has also created a local entity in New Zealand where operations are expected to start at the end of
2021.
The COVID-19 pandemic and remote working have strongly impacted passenger ride-hailing. In reaction to this, EVA launched
a food and package delivery service in collaboration with many local online ordering platforms (such as UEats, Pizzli, Resto
Loco, Chek Plz and FlipNpik), which are used by more than 400 restaurants for their website menus.
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GOING FORWARD
S4ES and RISQ’s pre-start-up funds helped spark Eva’s kick-off. However, the organization will be facing major challenges to
push forward its mission across Quebec and globally. Competition is expected to get ferocious with the new players such as
Lyft in the ride-sharing market. Timely nancing to fuel marketing efforts and technology upgrades will also be a key issue.

For more informa on, please contact:
Alexandre Applin, Evalua on Manager, S4ES
alex@s4es.ca
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